Organizational description of your system use

Resource linking
Data/service linking

Additional information:

- New national projects to improve (4)
- National workshops/webinars upcoming (3)
- JRC doc. on Geoportal data/service linking not clear only for (1)
- Correct links only for harmonized INSPIRE datasets (2)
- There is still a value in providing only MD for datasets without services (2)
- Due to the WFS problems – ATOM feed only (2)
- + Technical issues (missing extended capability for WFS, WFS 2.0 generation, WFS Stored queries..) related to the use of various SW packages

The majority of MSs INSPIRE coordinators know how to set up the correct links between data and services. The controlling and updating of MD of National “resources” is on-going activity.
General issues with implementing INSPIRE

Generic INSPIRE implementation issues

- Data sharing, harmonisation of licensing, open data strategy: 8
- Data/service creation and maintenance: 4
- Lack of resources, skills, benefits - low priority: 3
- National coordination / Involvement of data providers: 4

Any suggestions on how to raise the priority at MS (Data providers) for INSPIRE implementation? Could data/service creation and maintenance issue be solve/partially by not using INSPIRE infrastructure exclusively?

Additional information:
- Competition with other Regulations e.g. e-Reporting
- Semantic Interoperability – heavy load
- Complex “business” calculations
- Data at “zero cost” = not priority for publishing